Impact of COVID-19:
Tune in to Student
Sentiments

The COVID-19 outbreak disrupted the second half of the 2019–
2020 academic year. How are students and families feeling
about what’s ahead? What do they value? What do they fear?
Accenture compared posts from February to May 2019 and
February to May 2020 on public-facing digital and social
media platforms. We analyzed more than 68 million posts from
25 million unique authors representing a mix of large (more
than 15,000 students) public and private nonprofit, four-year
institutions across the U.S.
Call it social listening at a time of social distancing.
Here’s what we learned – and what it means for higher ed.
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Students, parents and faculty in crisis are focused
on the “now” and are not yet ready to plan for the future
We found a 19-percent drop in posts and
an approximately 40-percent decrease in
searches about higher ed compared to
this time period in 2019.

Much of the current conversation is focused on
health and safety (40 percent of posts in 2020
vs. 5 percent in 2019), with students not yet
ready to address future plans.
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Two-thirds of students expressed feelings that
the May deposit deadline was unrealistic, and

42% of posts about next fall indicate students

are considering deferring, taking a gap year or
switching institutions for a myriad of reasons.

In fact, the pressure to return to campus too soon
inspires helplessness or fear in many students.

80% reduction in conversation about the

admissions process indicates that this could be
a concern not only for this fall, but also for next year.
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More than half of prospective students voiced uncertainty about next steps. Top concerns:

Will classes be on
campus or online in
the fall?

Will campuses be
safe? What’s the risk
of going back too
soon?

What learning
opportunities will
be lost if there isn’t
a return to campus?

Posts also suggest that institutions are using a variety of tactics to encourage students to think about and commit
to matriculating in the fall. These include tuition freezes, free parking, first choice of class registration, free summer
classes and waivers of campus/athletic fees.
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As students try to navigate the uncertain future of
their education, they have several fears and concerns.
Universities perceived as putting students first and
handling the crisis well have inspired positive sentiment.
More than half of posts are neutral toward
higher education (57 percent). Of those
with a clear sentiment, 19 percent are
positive, and 24 percent are negative.
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Posts suggest that students and families are pleased when institutions
put students first (for example, helping students and offering refunds),
respond to and adapt quickly to COVID-19, contribute to solve the crisis
(for example, conducting COVID-19 research or housing healthcare
workers), or provide key collegiate experiences online (e.g. graduation).
What makes students upset: putting university needs first, responding
slowly or communicating poorly, not supporting students, not
providing timely or sufficient refunds (or creating perceptions that
students are being treated inequitably), and not providing flexibility
in decision making timelines.
We found that the prospect of COVID-19 outbreaks or returning to
campus too soon make students feel helpless or afraid. They feel
concerned about disruption to student experience (especially athletics)
and education/education quality, along with inability to afford college.
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Students prioritize experience over safety
and education, putting pressure on universities
to provide digital tools and services that stack
up to the in-person experience.
Based on post volume, student priorities
rank as follows: experience, finances,
education and safety. (For faculty, this order
is flipped, with safety a number-one priority.)
Posts suggest that students expect digital
solutions not just for learning but also for
campus life. In March, virtual graduation
emerged as a focus of posts expressing
sadness as well as celebration.

Discussion of virtual orientation
picked up starting in April,
and virtual tour volume
discussion has increased 200%
since COVID-19.
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Despite uncertainty, students remain excited and optimistic
about collegiate sports; however, they want sports to return
safely. Almost half of sports conversations (47 percent) are
about safety or protocols for future events, with 3 percent
wondering about virtual sports team workouts.

Conversations about safety
Conversations about about
virtual sports team workouts

47%

Others

Students have mentioned bringing offline
clubs and activities onto social platforms to stay
connected. Examples include Greek Life, student
rallies, livestreamed sports events and options
for local volunteer and community service,
book clubs and exercise groups.

18% year-over-year
Study abroad saw an
decrease in conversations.
Just 2% yof students are asking about virtual
and online study abroad programs; however,
that conversation is trending upward.

3%
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What now?
Focus on engaging students and families:

01

Continue to do good in the world, engendering
pride among your students and community.

05

Create and communicate a game plan for
providing a robust student experience digitally.

02

Put students first as you create your plan for
the fall.

06

03

Respond quickly and communicate clearly
during this dynamic situation.

Mitigate enrollment drops in fall by reevaluating
financial aid for those with affordability
concerns; also reach out to waitlist
students who live nearby.

07

Adjust your application process for 2021 to
be responsive to changing applicant needs.

04

Develop high-quality online (not remote)
courses in case you need them for the fall.

Although no one knows precisely how a “never normal” will look in higher education, these
strategies will position your institution – and your students – to thrive amid uncertainty.
This document is intended for general informational purposes only and does not take into account the reader’s specific circumstances, and may not reflect the most current developments. Accenture disclaims, to the fullest
extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability for the accuracy and completeness of the information in this presentation and for any acts or omissions made based on such information. Accenture does not provide legal,
regulatory, audit, or tax advice. Readers are responsible for obtaining such advice from their own legal counsel or other licensed professionals.
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